Effect of Attention Training on Attention Bias Variability and PTSD Symptoms: Randomized Controlled Trials in Israeli and U.S. Combat Veterans
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**Objective:** Attention allocation to threat is perturbed in patients with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), with some studies indicating excess attention to threat and others indicating fluctuations between threat vigilance and threat avoidance. The authors tested the efficacy of two alternative computerized protocols, attention bias modification and attention control training, for rectifying threat attendance patterns and reducing PTSD symptoms.

**Method:** Two randomized controlled trials compared the efficacy of attention bias modification and attention control training for PTSD: one in Israeli Defense Forces veterans and one in U.S. military veterans. Both utilized variants of the dot-probe task, with attention bias modification designed to shift attention away from threat and attention control training balancing attention allocation between threat and neutral stimuli. PTSD symptoms, attention bias, and attention bias variability were measured before and after treatment.

**Results:** Both studies indicated significant symptom improvement after treatment, favoring attention control training. Additionally, both studies found that attention control training, but not attention bias modification, significantly reduced attention bias variability. Finally, a combined analysis of the two samples suggested that reductions in attention bias variability partially mediated improvement in PTSD symptoms.

**Conclusions:** Attention control training may address aberrant fluctuations in attention allocation in PTSD, thereby reducing PTSD symptoms. Further study of treatment efficacy and its underlying neurocognitive mechanisms is warranted.


Evidence indicates that the attention system of anxious individuals is biased toward threat (1–4). These findings have led to randomized controlled trials of attention bias modification, which showed moderate efficacy for anxiety disorders (5–8). Attention bias modification involves computerized cognitive training strategies designed to alter biases in attention (9–11). For example, in protocols intended to shift attention away from threat, response targets appear more frequently at the screen locations of neutral stimuli than at threat stimuli locations, inducing an implicitly learned association between the neutral stimulus and target location that gradually trains attention away from threat (12–14).

Given the attentional bias toward threat in anxiety disorder patients, attention bias modification for anxiety disorders such as social phobia (15, 16) and generalized anxiety disorder (17) typically trains attention away from threat. However, patterns of threat-related attention in patients with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) are more variable than in anxiety disorders; some studies show a bias toward threat (18–20), whereas others show threat avoidance (21–25). Thus, while threat-related attention biases occur in PTSD, inconsistency in the direction of the findings raises questions about which type of protocol is most appropriate to rectify the observed aberrations—training attention away from threat, training attention toward threat, or applying a training protocol designed to balance fluctuations in threat-related attention bias. Indeed, a tendency for attention to fluctuate between threat vigilance and threat avoidance, called “attention bias variability,” reliably correlates with PTSD symptoms (26, 27). This may reflect a loss of attentional control and aberrant buffering of attention among participants with PTSD symptoms (28, 29).

To our knowledge, only two randomized controlled trials have used attention bias modification in PTSD. Schoorl et al. (30) compared attention bias modification and attention control training and found that the two regimens induced comparable reductions in PTSD symptoms, with no evidence
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of associations between changes in threat bias and symptoms. Kuckertz and colleagues (31) administered attention bias modification or attention control training in conjunction with cognitive-behavioral therapy and medication to military personnel with PTSD. While participants receiving either training regimen experienced reductions in PTSD symptoms, the group that received attention bias modification had fewer PTSD symptoms at posttreatment than the group that received attention control training. In that study, change in plasticity of attention bias in the attention bias modification group mediated change in PTSD symptoms.

We applied randomized controlled trial designs using variants of the dot-probe task to test the efficacy of attention bias modification versus attention control training in patients with PTSD. We measured changes in symptoms, attention bias, and attention bias variability from pre- to posttreatment. In study 1 we administered four sessions of word-based attention bias modification or attention control training to combat veterans with PTSD. In study 2 we administered eight sessions of face-based attention bias modification or attention control training to veterans of the U.S. Armed Forces with PTSD.

**STUDY 1**

This study involved a double-blind randomized controlled trial of attention bias modification versus attention control training for combat-related PTSD in Israel Defense Forces veterans.

**Method**

Sample. A CONSORT diagram of participant flow through the study is presented in Figure S1 in the data supplement accompanying the online version of this article. Male combat veterans (N=144) seeking treatment in the Israel Defense Forces’ Unit for Treatment of Combat-Related PTSD formed the potential pool of participants. Veterans were included if they had PTSD as assessed with the Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS) (32). The exclusion criteria were 1) psychotic or bipolar disorder, 2) nonfluent Hebrew, 3) inability to use a computer keyboard, 4) current psychotherapy, and 4) use of psychotropic medication that started within the past year. Candidates were admitted if they had been taking a stable dose of medication for at least 1 year (N=4); participants were removed from the study if their medication had to be changed during the trial. Eighty-seven candidates were excluded for not meeting the study’s inclusion criteria. Five candidates declined participation. The remaining 52 participants enrolled in the study were between the ages of 22 and 65 years (mean=36.05, SD=12.10) and were randomly assigned to the treatment groups. For all participants, PTSD had resulted from combat experiences that occurred at least 3 years prior to the beginning of the study (time from traumatic events ranged from 3 to 40 years, mean=14.14 years, SD=11.46). All participants provided complete pretreatment data (attention bias modification: N=27; attention control training: N=25); 13 participants from the bias modification group and 10 from the attention control group did not provide posttreatment data. All participants were included in an intention-to-treat analysis. The participants who provided full data sets did not differ from those who did not provide full data sets on age, PTSD and depression symptoms, attention bias, and attention bias variability before treatment (p > 0.65).

The study was approved by the Israel Defense Forces and Tel Aviv University institutional review boards. Participants provided written informed consent.

Clinical diagnosis. PTSD was diagnosed by means of the CAPS (32). This is a structured interview used to make a diagnosis of PTSD according to the DSM-IV criteria. It possesses good sensitivity, specificity, retest reliability, and validity (32). Interviews were conducted by four experienced clinicians (two clinical psychologists and two psychiatrists) specializing in diagnosis and treatment of combat-related PTSD. Consistency in diagnoses was ascertained by means of a weekly meeting in which the diagnostic data for each potential participant were discussed by the four independent evaluators. Diagnosis and comorbidity were determined by consensus. The comorbidity distribution is presented in Table S1 in the online data supplement.

Outcome measures. Self-reported PTSD symptoms were evaluated by using the 17-item National Center for PTSD Checklist of the Department of Veterans Affairs (33–35). Symptoms were related to the participants’ combat experience. Scores can range from 17 to 85, with higher scores reflecting more PTSD symptoms.

The Patient Health Questionnaire (36–39) is a self-reported depression rating scale consisting of nine items on which the diagnosis of DSM-IV major depression is based. Scores range from 0 to 27, with higher scores reflecting more depression. Scale reliability and diagnostic validity have been described previously (37, 39).

Threat-related attention assessment. Patterns of threat-related attention were evaluated by using the dot-probe task (40), with a variant similar to the one used by Bar-Haim et al. (24) and Wald et al. (23). Detailed description of the task is provided in the online supplement.

Two measures were derived from the dot-probe data: threat-related attention bias and attention bias variability. Threat-related attention bias was calculated as the difference between the mean reaction time for trials in which targets appeared at the neutral word location and the mean reaction time for trials in which targets appeared at the location of the threat-related word (i.e., time for neutral location minus time for threat-related location); positive values reflect attention bias toward threat. Attention bias variability was calculated in four steps: 1) a trial–by-trial moving average algorithm computed mean reaction times for all successive 10 neutral trial blocks and all successive 10 threat trial blocks, 2) successive attention bias scores were calculated by subtracting the first threat block average from the first neutral block average, the second threat block average from the second neutral block
average, etc., forming a series of consecutive attention bias scores, 3) the standard deviation of these successive bias scores was then calculated, providing an index of variation in attention bias throughout the session, and 4) this standard deviation score was divided by the participant’s mean overall reaction time to control for associations between mean and variance. Attention bias variability reflects the within-session variability in threat-related attention bias, normalized to individual task performance (26, 27, 41).

**Attention bias modification and attention control training.** The attention bias modification version of the dot-probe task used the same display characteristics as those used for assessment of threat-related attention, with two important modifications: 1) a different set of threat-neutral word pairs was used, and 2) target probes appeared only at the location previously occupied by neutral words, with the aim of implicitly establishing these as a predictive cue for probe location. The group receiving attention control training received the same number and type of trials as the group assigned to attention bias modification but in a fully counterbalanced manner. Participants received four sessions of attention bias modification or attention control training over 4 weeks while waiting for conventional treatment.

**Procedure.** The participants went through the intake protocol of the Israel Defense Forces’ Unit for Treatment of Combat-Related PTSD, including the structured interview and questionnaires. Those meeting inclusion criteria were offered participation. After providing written informed consent, the participants completed the PTSD Checklist, the Patient Health Questionnaire, and the dot-probe assessment task. The participants were then randomly assigned to either attention bias modification or attention control training and completed four sessions—once a week for four weeks. One week following the last training session, the PTSD Checklist, Patient Health Questionnaire, and dot-probe assessment task were again administered.

**Data analyses.** The baseline characteristics of the two treatment groups were compared by using independent-samples t tests. Intervention effects were analyzed by using random effects time series models in generalized estimating equations (42, 43). This enabled consideration of correlations between repeated measurements, and it addressed missing data through estimated marginal means relying on the entire sample of randomly assigned participants, taking into account all data collected at any time point, including missing data. The generalized estimating equation models examined effects of the interaction between time (pretreatment, posttreatment) and treatment group (attention bias modification, attention control training) on attention bias, attention bias variability, and PTSD and depression symptoms. The analyses specified an unstructured correlation matrix to model the correlations between participant-specific intercepts and change slopes in outcomes. The terms for the interactions between time and treatment group (regressed on attention indices or symptoms) reflect the outcomes of interest from intention-to-treat analysis.

**Results**

Descriptive statistics for all variables are provided in Table 1. The treatment groups did not differ on any of the recorded measures before treatment (in all cases, p > 0.10).

**Symptom change.** Generalized estimating equations of PTSD symptom change (measured with the PTSD Checklist) revealed a main effect of time (Wald $\chi^2=19.83$, df=1, p < 0.0001) and a time-by-treatment group interaction effect (Wald $\chi^2=28.22$, df=3, p < 0.0001). Reduction in PTSD symptoms from pre- to posttreatment was greater for attention control training than for attention bias modification (Figure 1A).

The models of change in depression symptoms revealed nonsignificant main effects and a nonsignificant interaction of time and treatment group (p > 0.30).

**Change in attention bias variability and attention bias.** The models of change in attention bias variability revealed a main effect of time (Wald $\chi^2=6.04$, df=1, p < 0.02) and a significant time-by-treatment interaction (Wald $\chi^2=9.86$, df=3, p = 0.02) (Figure 1B). Reduction in attention bias variability from pre- to posttreatment was observed in the attention control training group (p = 0.005) but not in the group that received attention bias modification (p = 0.43).

The models of change in attention bias scores revealed nonsignificant main effects and time-by-treatment interaction (in all cases, p > 0.05).

**STUDY 2**

This study involved a double-blind randomized controlled trial of attention bias modification versus attention control...
training for combat-related PTSD in veterans of the U.S. Armed Forces living in the Midwest.

**Method**

**Sample.** A consort diagram is provided in Figure S2 in the online data supplement. A community sample of male U.S. military veterans who served in recent conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan were recruited through television commercials, social media, and flyers. After verbally consenting, participants were screened for PTSD symptoms by telephone with the PTSD Checklist–Military Version (44). Veterans were eligible for inclusion if they had served in a war zone as part of the U.S. military any time since March 2003. The exclusion criteria were 1) psychotic, bipolar, or obsessive-compulsive disorder; 2) current substance dependence; 3) significant head injury; 4) current psychotherapy; and 5) use of psychotropic medication that started within 6 months prior to study recruitment (39%). Participants were removed from the study if their medication had to be changed during the trial. Of 76 veterans assessed for eligibility, 46 met the inclusion criteria. They ranged in age from 24 to 65 years (mean=32.43, SD=7.93). These veterans were randomly assigned to attention bias modification (N=22) and attention control training (N=24); five participants from the attention bias modification group and nine from the attention control training group did not provide posttreatment data. All participants were included in an intention-to-treat analysis. Participants who provided full data sets did not differ from those who did not on age, PTSD and depression symptoms, attention bias, and attention bias variability before treatment (p>0.16 in all cases).

The study was approved by the Creighton University institutional review board. All participants gave their written informed consent to participate in the trial.

**Clinical diagnosis.** As in study 1, PTSD was diagnosed by using the CAPS (32). Diagnostic interviews were conducted by four interviewers: a psychologist specializing in PTSD, a master’s-level clinician with 30 years of experience, and two clinical psychology graduate students. Consistency in diagnoses was achieved by reliability training of the independent evaluators by an experienced psychologist trained in the Department of Veterans Affairs system. Diagnostic data for each participant were reviewed by the expert to validate diagnostic status. Additionally, the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Inventory (45) was used to assess exclusionary diagnoses. The comorbidity distribution is presented in Table S2 in the online data supplement.

**Outcome measures.** Pre- and posttreatment scores on the CAPS (clinician-reported) and PTSD Checklist (self-reported) served as PTSD symptom outcomes. Pre- and posttreatment scores on the Patient Health Questionnaire served to measure depressive symptoms. For details, see the description for study 1.

**Threat-related attention assessment.** A variant of the dot-probe task was used to assess threat-related attention patterns and to provide training in accordance with the TAU-NIMH Attention Bias Modification Treatment Initiative protocol (http://people.soscii.tau.ac.il/mu/anxietytrauma/research/). This version was based on faces (46), rather than words. A detailed description is presented in the online data supplement.
supplement. As in study 1, attention bias and attention bias variability were calculated.

**Attention bias modification and attention control training.** The attention bias modification version of the dot-probe task used the same display characteristics as those used for attention assessment with three modifications: 1) a different set of face pairs was used, 2) target probes appeared only at the location previously occupied by neutral faces, and 3) 160 rather than 120 trials were presented in each session. The attention control training group received the same number and types of trials as the attention bias modification group but in a fully counterbalanced manner. Participants received eight sessions of attention bias modification or attention control training over 4 weeks.

**Procedure.** After meeting preliminary eligibility requirements, participants came to the clinic to discuss participation. Participants who gave their written informed consent completed a clinical interview, the PTSD Checklist and the Patient Health Questionnaire, and the dot-probe measurement task. Participants who met the inclusion criteria were randomly assigned to either attention bias modification or attention control training.

**Data Analyses.** The analysis strategy was the same as in study 1.

**Results**

Descriptive statistics for all variables are provided in Table 2. The participants in the two treatment conditions did not differ on any of the collected measures before treatment (p > 0.45 in all cases).

**Symptom change.** Generalized estimating equations of PTSD symptom change as measured by the CAPS yielded a main effect of time (Wald $\chi^2=42.15$, df=1, $p<0.0001$) and a time-by-treatment interaction effect (Wald $\chi^2=55.23$, df=3, $p<0.0001$). The decrease in PTSD severity from pre- to posttreatment was greater for attention control training than for attention bias modification (Figure 2A).

The models of PTSD symptom change as measured by the PTSD Checklist also revealed a significant main effect of time (Wald $\chi^2=7.06$, df=1, $p=0.008$) and a significant time-by-treatment interaction effect (Wald $\chi^2=15.30$, df=3, $p=0.002$). A significant reduction in PTSD Checklist scores from pre- to posttreatment was observed in the attention control training group (p < 0.0001) and not in the attention bias modification group (p = 0.56) (Figure 2B).

Nonsignificant main effects of time and treatment group were found for change in depression symptoms (p > 0.35 in both cases). A nonsignificant trend-level interaction between time and treatment group was observed (Wald $\chi^2=6.58$, df=3, p = 0.08), with a significant decrease in depression symptoms from pre- to posttreatment in the attention control training group (p = 0.02) and not in the attention bias modification group (p = 0.79) (Figure 2C).

**Change in attention bias variability and attention bias.** Generalized estimating equations of change in attention bias variability revealed a main effect of time (Wald $\chi^2=5.66$, df=1, p = 0.02) and a time-by-treatment interaction (Wald $\chi^2=19.91$, df=3, p < 0.0001) (Figure 2D), with a significant decrease in attention bias variability in the attention control training group (p < 0.0001) and not in the attention bias modification group (p = 0.58). Analyses of change in attention bias scores revealed nonsignificant main effects and time-by-treatment interaction (p > 0.53 in all cases).

**Mediation of PTSD symptom change by change in attention bias variability.** To test for potential mediation of treatment effects on PTSD symptoms by change in attention bias variability, we used generalized estimating equations to determine whether the mediator-by-treatment interaction was significant (47). To increase analytic power we combined the two samples’ scores on the PTSD Checklist and attention bias variability, which were available in both studies. The three-way interaction of attention bias variability, time, and treatment was significant (Wald $\chi^2=33.87$, df=3, p < 0.0001). Follow-up simple correlations between change in attention bias variability and change in PTSD Checklist score within each treatment group indicated that in the attention control training group, the decrease in attention bias variability from pre- to posttreatment was marginally correlated with the decrease in PTSD symptoms (r = 0.36, N = 28, p = 0.06). A nonsignificant correlation was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Attention Bias Modification Training</th>
<th>Attention Control Training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pretreatment Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale score</td>
<td>72.18</td>
<td>3.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTSD Checklist score</td>
<td>51.68</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Health Questionnaire score</td>
<td>11.59</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention bias (ms)</td>
<td>−1.28</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention bias variability</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Not all participants provided posttreatment data. 

b Assessed with the dot-probe task (40). See text for description of measures.

---

**TABLE 2. PTSD and Depression Symptom Scores, Threat-Related Attention Bias, and Attention Bias Variability in 46 U.S. Military Veterans Before and After Treatment With Attention Bias Modification or Attention Control Training (Study 2)**
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found in the attention bias modification group ($r=-0.09, N=26, p=0.67$) (Figure 3).

**DISCUSSION**

We conducted two separate randomized controlled trials of attention bias modification versus attention control training delivered as stand-alone treatments for combat-related PTSD. These trials were conducted in different countries (Israel, United States) with different stimuli sets (words, faces) and different treatment requirements (four and eight sessions); however, the results of the two trials were similar. Both trials supported attention control training over attention bias modification as the more efficacious training protocol for PTSD symptom reduction. Attention control training, but not attention bias modification, was associated with a decrease in attention bias variability, which has recently been identified as a core attentional perturbation present in PTSD (26, 27). Combining the two independent samples for mediation analysis revealed that change in attention bias variability mediated the reduction in PTSD symptoms in the attention control training group but not in the attention bias modification group. Neither treatment resulted in change in the classically calculated attention bias score.

The findings in the current study differ markedly from findings in other studies of attention bias modification for non-PTSD anxiety disorders. Whereas attention bias modification typically produces greater effects on symptoms than attention control training for anxiety disorders (8), we found the opposite pattern for PTSD. Whereas findings in non-PTSD anxiety disorders have been consistent, previous research has shown less consistent attention bias patterns in PTSD, with some research supporting attention bias toward threat (18–20) and other studies indicating attention bias away from threat (21–25). These disparate findings are
consistent with the diagnostic criteria for PTSD, which include both threat vigilance and threat avoidance symptoms. Attention bias toward threat is the mechanism targeted by traditional attention bias modification for anxiety disorders; however, studies not producing the intended effect on attention bias may not reduce symptoms (11). Although attention bias modification was associated with reduced CAPS scores in study 2 (Figure 2A), neither of the two studies showed a change in threat-related attention bias. Thus, attention training away from threat is unlikely to represent an underlying mechanism of PTSD symptom reduction. Even so, the significant symptom reduction in the attention bias modification group in study 2 does provide some limited evidence that this training regimen might treat PTSD.

The current results support the importance of attention bias variability as a marker of PTSD, and they demonstrate that a reduction in attention bias variability is associated with reduced PTSD severity following attention control training. These findings resonate with recent reports that higher attention bias variability correlates with more severe PTSD (26, 27), and they extend this work by indicating that change in attention bias variability induced through attention control training appears to mediate clinical improvement in PTSD. The current findings also correspond with recent research suggesting that within-trial response variability may be a general marker of executive dysfunction in PTSD (48) and that fluctuations in trial-level bias scores may provide more appropriate expressions of underlying attention bias conceptualizations (49). Consistent with this emerging literature, attention bias variability appears to capture the attentional shifts toward and away from threat in PTSD more accurately than static measures of attention bias.

Recently Kuckertz and colleagues (31) suggested that training direction (toward or away from threat) may be less important than establishing the training contingency between emotional stimuli and task completion, which would require top-down attentional control. However, our results suggest that attention control training may be more effective than attention bias modification designed to train attention away from threat, by enhancing attentional control in PTSD. In attention control training, participants respond to probes appearing equally often after threatening and neutral stimuli, essentially requiring that participants ignore irrelevant threat-related contingencies to most efficiently complete the task at hand. In our trials, attention control training appeared to normalize strong within-task fluctuations in threat-related attention bias, which are typical of patients with PTSD (26, 27). In attention control training, participants implicitly learn that the threatening stimuli, which likely deplete attentional resources in PTSD, are irrelevant to task performance. The emergence of this more balanced attention allocation is supported by the reduction in attention bias variability in the attention control training arm of both trials and by the mediation effect of change in attention bias variability on PTSD symptom reduction noted for attention control training but not for attention bias modification. More research is needed to replicate these findings and to clarify the exact cognitive mechanisms underlying reduction in attention bias variability through attention control training.

![FIGURE 3. Relation of Change in PTSD Symptoms to Change in Attention Bias Variability in 52 Israeli and U.S. Military Veterans After Treatment With Attention Bias Modification or Attention Control Training](image-url)
Understanding could be enhanced by neurophysiological research designed to assess the impact of attention control training and attention bias modification on dynamic brain functioning. Testing of attention bias modification designed to train attention toward threat in PTSD is also in order.

The current studies did not reveal therapeutic effects for depression symptoms. This is consistent with the largely inconclusive evidence for threat-related attention bias and efficacy of attention training in depression (7). Such effects, when observed in depression, are usually found with sad rather than angry faces and with longer stimulus presentation durations than used here (50). It is interesting that a previous study found that word-based attention bias modification had no effect on depression, whereas face-based attention bias modification did (51). Here, study 1 applied a word-based task and found no effects on depression, whereas study 2 applied a face-based task and found a trend-level reduction in depression symptoms. Future research could test training variants that may be effective for both PTSD and comorbid depression.

The results of the current studies should be viewed in light of some limitations and opportunities for further research. First, although high dropout rates are common in PTSD treatment research (52), future studies of attention training should explore ways to reduce dropouts (e.g., enhance engagement with the task, enhance the treatment alliance). Concerns regarding generalizability due to large dropout rates are alleviated to an extent by the intention-to-treat analyses and the direct replication in two independent studies. Second, given that attention bias variability has emerged as a partial mediator of the reported therapeutic effects equal contributions by Dr. Badura-Brack and Ms. Naim.
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